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State of Illinois 
Illinois Commerce Commission 

 
Illinois Commerce Commission   ) 
 On Its Own Motion   ) 
      ) Docket No. 11-0622 
Amendment of 83 Ill. Admin. Code 730 )      
      ) 
       

Competitive Providers Comments  
On First Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 

 
Now comes the Cable Television and Communications Association of Illinois, on 

behalf of its members and affiliates that provide competitive local exchange services in 

Illinois (collectively “Competitive Providers”), pursuant to the Illinois Commerce 

Commission’s (“Commission”) First Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and the schedule 

set by the Administrative Law Judge, and hereby file their comments on the proposed 

amendments to Part 730 of the Commission’s Rules for Standards of Service for Local 

Exchange Telecommunications Carriers.   

The Competitive Providers respectfully submit that the proposed amendments 

need further modification to conform Part 730 and the Commission’s rules to the 

language, policy and purpose of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“Act”).  In particular, the 

proposed amendments would create disparate regulation between Electing Providers and 

other providers of competitive services that is unwarranted under the Act.  The intent of 

the recent pronouncements by the General Assembly is to eliminate outdated regulations, 

in favor of marketplace forces, and to level the playing field between carriers providing 

competitive services.  As such, the amendments as proposed would be inconsistent with 

the language, policy and purpose of the Act.   
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The Competitive Providers respectfully submit that the proposed amendments to 

Part 730 be modified to ensure consistent application of the regulations to both Electing 

Providers and other competitive providers.      

Telecommunications carriers are regulated by the Commission and subject to its 

rules pursuant to Article XIII of the Act.  220 ILCS 5/13-101, et seq.  In 2010 the Illinois 

General Assembly passed Public Act 96-0927 (“2010 Act”) enacting certain amendments 

to the Act, in particular adding a new Section 13-506.2, concerning Electing Providers, 

and amending Section 13-712, concerning basic local exchange service quality.  These 

changes from the 2010 Act provided the impetus for the instant proposed amendments to 

Part 730 of the Commission’s rules.  However, the proposed amendments to Part 730 are 

inconsistent with the Act as amended.  

Part 730 of the Commission’s rules states that the statutory authority for these 

regulations arises from Sections 8-301 and 13-712 of the Act.  The proposed amendments 

to Part 730 would add Section 8-505 as a statutory basis for authority.  Sections 8-301 

(standards of service, examinations and tests) and 8-505 (safety of plant, equipment or 

other property) are made applicable to telecommunications carriers pursuant to Section 

13-101.  Under the 2010 Act, the Commission retains its authority to enforce Section 13-

101 as to Electing Providers “(n)otwithstanding other provisions of this section”.  220 

ILCS 5/13-506.2(k).  Consequently, the Commission’s authority to impose regulations 

based on Sections 8-301 and 8-505 applies to both Electing Providers and to competitive 

providers.  Moreover, although Section 13-506.2(k) states that Section 13-712 no longer 

applies to Electing Providers, the specific service quality requirements of Section 13-712, 

as enumerated in Section 13-712(d), are now substantially included in  Sections 13-
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506.2(e)(1) and (2) applicable to Electing Providers.  Thus, the Commission’s statutory 

authority is fundamentally similar in application to both competitive providers and to 

Electing Providers.   

The proposed amendments to Part 730, however, would subject Electing 

Providers and other competitive providers to differing levels of regulation not found in 

the Act.  Specifically, the Commission proposes that Section 730.100(a) be revised to 

state that Part 730 “does not apply to Electing Providers as defined in Section 13-

506.2(a)(1) of the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS Section 5/13-506.2(a)(1)]”.  Instead, the 

Commission proposes to create a new Part 737 applicable to Electing Providers.  See ICC 

Docket No. 11-0624, Illinois Commerce Commission On Its Own Motion, Adoption 83 

Ill. Admin. Code 737.   

Because Part 737 as proposed does not incorporate all of the regulations found in 

Part 730, the effect of the proposed amendments is that the Commission would remove a 

number of regulations from application to Electing Providers that would remain 

otherwise applicable to other competitive providers.  These regulations include Sections 

730.200, 730.310, 730.320, 730.330, 730.400, 730.405, 730.410, 730.415, 730.420, 

730.425, 730.430, 730.435, 730.440, 730.445, 730.450, 730.500, 730.505, 730.510, 

730.715, and parts of 730.515, 730.520, 730.535, 730.540, and 730.545.   

Thus, a disparity would be created in regulation between Electing Providers and 

other competitive providers.  Under the Commission’s current proposal, although all of 

the residential and business services of Electing Providers would be classified as 

competitive by statutory definition (220 ILCS 5/13-506.2(c)), those services would be 

subject to less regulation than the same services of other competitive providers that 
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would remain subject to Part 730.  By continuing to apply to other competitive providers 

a number of the regulations in Part 730 that would be removed from applying to Electing 

Providers, the regulation in Illinois of competitive services would be distorted and 

irrational.  The policies of the State of Illinois may justify the elimination of the 

regulations proposed to be removed from Electing Providers, but this would also justify 

the removal of the same regulations from all competitive service providers, not just the 

Electing Providers. 

Although, as implied by the Commission’s proposed amendments, the foregoing 

provisions of Part 730 are no longer necessary, their removal must be consistently applied 

to all competitive providers, not just to Electing Providers.   

The removal of such regulations would be consistent with the policies and intent 

of the General Assembly in the passage of the 2010 Act.  Rep. Kevin McCarthy, 

Chairman of the House Telecommunications Committee and chief sponsor of the bill, 

stated that “The fundamental purpose of the Bill is to eliminate outdated regulation to 

level the playing field ...”  96th General Assembly, House of Representatives 

Transcription Debate, 137th Legislative Day,  May 5, 2010, p. 138.  It was the expressed 

intent in the passage of the 2010 Act to allow market forces, rather than regulatory 

requirements, to regulate the provisioning of local services where there are competitive 

providers.  To that purpose, the 2010 Act sought to level the playing field as to the 

regulatory oversight of competing providers.  Yet it is clear that the proposed 

amendments to Part 730 do not level the playing field, but rather, tilt it in favor of an 

Electing Provider.   
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  For the Commission to “eliminate outdated regulation to level the playing field” 

the amendments to Part 730 must be consistently applied to all providers of competitive 

services.  It is the legislative intent to allow the marketplace to regulate competitive 

services and for the Commission to remove regulatory restrictions that no longer are 

deemed necessary.  The regulations of Part 730 that the Commission proposes to continue 

to apply to competitive carriers are not required by any specific provisions of the Act.  

Where such additional regulations are not deemed necessary for the state’s largest 

provider of local exchange services, AT&T, which has declared itself an Electing 

Provider, it would be inconsistent with the 2010 Act’s policy of leveling the playing field, 

and its purpose to eliminate outdated regulation, to continue to impose such regulations 

on the substantially smaller competitive providers. 

The Competitive Providers recommend that the statutory purpose of the 2010 Act 

may be accomplished by removing both the Electing Providers and the other competitive 

providers from Part 730, and including both in the Commission’s proposal for a new Part 

737.  This would reflect similar regulatory requirements, subject to the specific 

requirements found in Section 13-506.2 and Section 13-712, respectively.  To that effect, 

the Competitive Providers recommend that Section 730.100(a) be amended as follows: 

Section 730.100 Application of Part 
 

a)  This Part shall apply to all local exchange carriers offering or providing 
either competitive or noncompetitive telecommunications services as defined in 
Sections 13-209 and 13-210 of the Universal Telephone Service Protection Law 
of 1985 (“Law”) [220 ILCS 5], except that Sections 730.115(b), 730.535(c), 
730.540(d) and (e), and 730.545(h) and (i) are not applicable to telephone 
cooperatives as defined in Section 13-212 of the Law pursuant to Section 13-
701 of the Law. This Part shall only apply to the relationship between a serving 
local exchange carrier and its end user. This Part shall not apply to the 
relationship between a serving local exchange carrier that provides wholesale 
facilities or services to another serving local exchange carrier for provisioning 
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of services to its retail end user customers. 
 

In addition the Competitive Providers would propose corresponding changes to 

the Commission’s proposed new Part 737 reflecting similar regulatory requirements for 

Electing Providers and other competitive carriers, but with the specific requirements 

found in Sections 13-506.2 and 13-712.  A draft proposal of such Part 737 is attached 

hereto as the Appendix.1 

Wherefore, the Competitive Providers respectfully submit that the Commission 

amend the proposed changes to Section 730.100(a) and include language to remove both 

the Electing Providers and the other competitive providers from Part 730.  A new Part 

737 for Electing Providers and for other competitive providers should be adopted with 

consistent regulatory requirements, subject to the specifics found in Section 13-506.2 and 

Section 13-712, respectively, and consistent with the language, policy and purpose 

expressed by the General Assembly in Public Act 96-0927.   

     Respectfully submitted, 

Cable Television & Communications 
Association of Illinois 

      
Michael W. Ward 

     Attorney for the Competitive Providers 
     Ward & Ward, P.C. 
     1560 Sherman Avenue, Suite 310 
     Evanston, IL 60201 
     224-420-9766 
     mwward@dnsys.com 

                                                 
1The Competitive Providers would note some apparent typos in the Commission’s 
proposed Part 737 as applied to Electing Providers.  In 737.130(a)(1)(G), 
37.130(a)(2)(E), 737.130(a)(3)(C) and 737.220(a) the references should be to 
“737.300(b)” rather than to various subsections of rule 737.300(a).  In rule 737.130(b) the 
intended reference appears to be to “737.200(a), (b) and (c)” rather than to 
“737.200(a)(1),(2) and (3).” (However, the corresponding reference in § 13-506.2(e) 
suggests the rule reference should be to “737.130(a)(1), (2) and (3).”) 
 


